
The Intention plays a massive 
role in our Universe 

 

The  

INTENTION  

is  

the Action 



Virtue is the integrity and moral excellence, power and force, chastity or purity. It is 
also a quality that enables its possessor to help him in the most difficult situations, 
and to change them in his favor. The virtuoso is the one who is on track to be wise, 
because he knows how to reach his goals without stepping on the others, because he 
puts the others on his side and takes them to achieve a different goal. The virtuoso is 
the one who "knows how to row against the tide“. 

 

También, una persona virtuosa es aquella que sabe sacar adelante cualquier problema 
que se avecina. It is a person who has many qualities and puts them into practice daily. 
A person which wants to be virtuous, fights to acquire this good habit that makes man 
capable of doing good. 

 

The virtues are considered positive qualities, and are opposed to the vices. The virtues 
are the good and sensory qualities of the human being. 

 

 





 

We Need To Unite As A Human Race And Stop Separating.  

 

Materialism has undermined tirelessly 

 all the cultural power of the People, 

 fragmented society  between the haves and have-nots. 

 

 It's Time to Eliminate the Differences 

 and achieve a Cultural Synthesis. 

 

 As we treat our planet  

is actually the way we treat ourselves. 

 

 The lack of respect for the animal and vegetable world, the air and the earth itself is the lack of respect to ourselves 

 

 We the people have to work together to make this earth a peaceful place to live. 

 United as brothers and sisters and working on a common goal, World Peace. 

 

 We must stop our differences with others and stop fighting each other and unite for peace. 

 

 If people do not start loving each other  

and be kind to one another, 

 one day this earth will not be here... 

 

 Change Nationality for Humanity 

 

You decide 



SERVICE TO SELF SERVICE TO OTHERS 

It is understood that we are individuals 
who are responsible for our own 
achievements 

Information is shared freely 

Lack of ego satisfaction 

Personal journeys are  
recognized and valued 

Love is seen in all things 

Individuals seek to radiate 
unconditional love individually 
and collectively 

It is understood that individuals are  
responsable for each other in a collective 
strive for community groth 



WE ARE IN THIS  

TOGETHER 





This is a basic idea, 

that can be used as a 
template for its realization 





Objective: 
- Helping in changing the ‘Point of View’ within the Society and activate a conscious and responsible behavior towards 
the Earth, the Environment and between the People with proper Actions of Creation (Service to Others) 
- smooth Transition to a new and conscious Society, full of Happiness and without money thanks to the collaboration  
of each individual. 
-> Philosophy of Permaculture (Networks) 
 
Happiness of the human being can not depend of some numbers in a bank account or a ‘piece of paper’, right? 
(Unity + Knowledge + Self-Sufficiency= Independency) 

Confrontation: 
Collective consciousness at a low level due to Manipulation and Ignorance (not looking at the whole picture) by :  
- Gregorian Calendar (greatest and most profoundly unquestioned instrument of control of Time) 
- Mass Media/TV & Press (Disinformation and Creation of Fear) 
- Education (injection  of the 'Viewpoint' of the so called idea ‘System’ -lifestyle-) 
- Propaganda (Capitalism & Consumption) 
- Fluoride in Water and Toothpaste which leaves the Pineal Gland/the third Eye unfunctional 
- Health (Vaccines, Chemtrails, Food) 
- Pharmaceutical Industry (Chemical Substances and Drugs) 
- Dependency (Seeing Money as a ‘God) 
- Multinationals and Fabrics (Production and toxic Food) 
- Greed (Materialism) 
- Control (Energy) 
- Destruction (Environment and Human)  
- Power (Ego) 
- NWO (Depopulation and Agenda 21) 
- Disinformation Agents/ Trolls (Internet) 

Plan/Action/Organisation: 
see diagram 

- 
  



Strategy:  
- inform the people on the Streets and Social Networks with specific actions/ events (Free Hugs, flyer actions, ‘Nendo 
dango’…) 
- engage ‘the people with money’ and ‘the people without money’ 
- engage all ages and cultures (‘nationalities’)   
- structure of productive local and national networks 
- Usage of money to create a way of living without money 
- Unite in every village/town and surrounding area with existing cooperatives of self sufficency, craftspeople (carpenters, 
potters ...), farmers (peasants), ecological groups, Wellness Centers (natural practical healers), Animal rights activists... to 
create networks 
- No competition or ‘putting on medals’. 
- Use the same tools as the ‘System’ does: Posters, Stickers, Flyers, Stencil, Graffiti & the Internet 
- Reunions, Sessions, Workshops  
- Special attention by informing/explaining the police/military 

Information 

Group 

Creation 

Group 

simultaneously 



Permaculture is the foundation of three  ethics : 
1. Earth Care 

2. People Care 
3. Fair Share 



1. Earth Care  
Earth Care can be taken to mean caring for the living soil. The state of the soil is often the best measure for the health and well-being of 
society. There are many different techniques for looking after soil, but the easiest method to tell if soil is healthy is to see how much life 
exists there. 
 
Our forests and rivers are the lungs and veins of our planet, that help the Earth live and breathe, supporting many diverse life forms. All life 
forms have their own intrinsic value, and need to be respected for the functions that they perform – even if we don’t see them as useful to 
our needs. 
 
By reducing our consumption of ‘stuff’, we reduce our impact on the environment, which is the best way to care for all living things.  
 
2. People Care 
People Care begins with ourselves and expands to include our families, neighbors and wider communities. The challenge is to grow through 
self-reliance and personal responsibility.  
 
Self-reliance becomes more feasible when we focus on non-material well-being, taking care of ourselves and others without producing or 
consuming unnecessary material resources.  
 
By accepting personal responsibility for our situation as far as possible, rather than blaming others, we empower ourselves. If we can 
recognize that a greater wisdom lies within a group of people, we can work with others to bring about the best outcomes for all involved. 
 
The permaculture approach is to focus on the positives, the opportunities that exist rather than the obstacles, even in the most desperate 
situations. 
 
3. Fair Share 
Established fruiting trees are likely to produce more than one person can eat. It takes time to pick and preserve the harvest, and there are 
limits to how much fruit we can use. There are many ways that we benefit from giving a fair share of the bounty to others in our community. 
 
The growth in human consumption and the accelerating extinction of species make clear the impossibility of continuous growth. Sometimes 
we need to make hard decisions and consider what enough is. 
 
We need to focus on what is appropriate for us to do, rather than what others should do. By finding the right balance in our own lives we 
provide positive examples for others, so that they can find their own balance. 



The foundations of permaculture are the ethics (centre)  
which guide the use of the 12 design principles 



1. Observe and interact 
„Beauty is in the eye of the beholder” 

2. Catch & store energy 
„Make hay while the sun  
shines“ 

3. Obtain a yield  
„You can’t work  
on an empty stomach“ 

4. Apply self-regulation  
and accept feedback 
„The sins of the fathers are  
visited on the children unto  
the seventh generation“ 

5. Use and value renewable resources 
and services  
„Let nature take its course“ 

6. Produce no waste  
„Waste not, want not“  
„A stitch in time saves nine“ 

7. Design from patterns to details 
„Can’t see the forest for the trees“ 

8. Integrate rather than segregate 
„Many hands make light work“ 

9. Use small and slow solutions 
 „The bigger they are,  
the harder they fall“  
„Slow and steady wins the race“ 

10. Use and value diversity 
 „Don’t put all your eggs  
in one basket“ 

11. Use edges and value the marginal 
 „Don’t think you are on the right track  
just because it is a well-beaten path“ 

12. Creatively use and respond to change 
„Vision is not seeing things as they are but as they will be“ 



 
To manage sustainable landscapes the concept of conventional 
agriculture is not good enough because it only aims at profit. 

 

Why Permaculture is so important to us?  
 

Unfortunately it neither considers ecological compatibility,  
nor human health nor happiness. 

Permaculture offers solutions that are integral, bring people 
and the environment close to each other. 

 
It works with educating the power of observation, with 

empathy and understanding of contexts. 
 

This is extremely important for a sensitive agriculture and for 
our society. 



People 
‘not receiving Money’ 

 
 

(Old Society) 

People 
‘receiving Money’ 

(including the “one on the dole”) 

 
(Old Society) 

• ‘People receiving money’ stop feeding the capitalist system  
      (payment of taxes, mortgages, fines, contributions, sanctions…)  
• ‘People not receiving money’ and ‘People receiving money’ with ‘availability’ 
      start to form ‘Working Groups’ and ‘Information Groups’ (local networks)   
      to create a new way of a more conscious living and without money (Permaculture) 
• ‘People receiving money’ use the money to re-design and obtain tools for the 

‘Working Groups (Food Production/ Permaculture) and the creation of networks (see 
next page) 

• ‘People receiving money’ support the ‘People receiving money’ in the transition 
• Conscious nutrition by the Society (‘People receiving money’ and ‘People not 

receiving money’), until the transition is  completed (local products and incorporation 
of ‘People receiving money’ ) 
 (New Society) 

Transition:  
 Permaculture 

from living with money 
to living without money 



Some say there is no work? 
 
 
 
 
 

 Well, change the ‘Point of View’ 





the WHEEL OF  ‘DISCOMFORT‘ 

 
Security/ Protection 
Officials and Police 

 
Multinationals/ Fabrics 
Workers/ Dependant  

 
Hospitals / ‘Health Center’ 

Pharma Industry 
 

Schools / Universities 
Teachers and Lecturers 

 
Industrial Entrepreneurs 

Construction of cement/ concrete, 
Asphalt  

Employees 
 

the WHEEL OF ‘COMFORT‘ 

“WORK” 

…feeding/ moving …feeding/ moving 

 
 

Networks and Workshops of 
‘Food self-sufficiency’ 

 
Networks and Workshops of 

‘Living’ 
 

Networks and Workshops of 
‘Social Services (Transportation/ Social 

welfare canteens)’ 
 

Networks and Workshops of 
‘Health-Alternative Medicine’ 

 
Networks and Workshops of 

 ‘Teaching/ Alchemy’ 
 

Networks and Workshops of 
‘Manual work’ 

 
 

CHEMISTRY NATURE 



Next to unconditional love, 
 
 
 

 humanity needs 
 

Health 
Living 
Food 



Food self-sufficiency,  

• gardeners/ Urban Gardens (vegetables and fruits) 

• bakers (bread and other pasta) 

• millers (flour) 

• beekeeping (honey) 

• chicken farming (eggs) 

• agriculture (wheat/ grain) 

• homemade cheese 

• homemade jam 

• herdsman (milk and cheese) 

• collectors of fruits and dry fruits 

• tea/ homemade tea (herbs) 

• fishermen (Seafood) 

Teaching/ Alchemy 

• Devic kingdom (angels, elementals...) 

• Inventors-free energy 

• Sacred Astrology 

• Sacred Geometry (Fibonacci/Flower of Life) 

• Numerology and Simbology 

• Micro-Macrocosm (Spirituality-Science) 

Social Services (Transportation/ Social welfare canteens) 

 

 

 

 Manual work  

• basket makers 

• weavers/ tailors (clothing) 

• Recycling/ Reuse 

• brush maker 

• shearer (wool) 

• smith 

• broom maker 

• potters (jars, mortar, plates, bowls, pots, cups) 

• carpenters (conjure new from residual wood) 

Health-Alternative Medicine 

• Tai Chi, Yoga, Dance, Meditation... 

• Reflexology, Massages, Acupuncture 

• homemade soap/ toothpaste without fluoride 

• Energetic Healing/Reiki  

• Inipis, Affirmations, Intentions 

• Naturheilpraktiker (Ayurveda) 

• Aromatherapy /  Tincture (Essences/ oils) 

• Medicinal plants and their uses (benefits) 

Living 

• Bio construction (Dome, straw-clay...) 

 

 

In every city/ village and district: 
Networks between Working Groups and Workshops 

New ‚Schools‘ (sharing Knowledge) of 

(New Society) 



… networks 



london and 
surroundings 



example 



example 



berlin and surroundings 



example 



example 



madrid and surroundings 



example 



example 



TRANSPORTATION: 

• RADICAL REDUCTION OF THE CAR USE  
     AND SHARING OF  THE FREE SPACE  IN THE CARS FOR THE RIDES 
 
• MAKE USE OF THE BIKE AND FEET  



BURSTING THE ‘BUBBLES’ 



Information 
Group 



                                                   b) ...on the Internet 

                                                   a) …on the Streets 

Inform the Society... 



Why not using a well-known method to help in the development of consciousness?  

Posters: 

STICK POSTERS AROUND THE VILLAGE/CITY, 

WITH CLEAR AND PROFOUND MESSAGES, 

 WHICH MAKE THE PEOPLE THINK  

AND THEREFORE PUT THE 'WHEEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS' IN MOTION 

(I.E. ABOUT TV, EDUCATION, CONSUMPTION,  HEALTH, TOXICS...) 



…on the Streets  (WHERE?): 
 
 
 



It's not of much use, to post alternative 
news or information only on the walls of like 
minded groups or people, they will already 
know.  
 
Instead take advantage of Social Networks 
like Instagram, Twitter or Facebook 
everyone is using and ... 



… on the Internet (WHERE?): 
 
 
 



Inform the Society 
(ABOUT WHAT?): 

 
 
 



Make special leaflets and inform the police/ military 
about permaculture and their potential to 

participate in person creating a better world for our children 

They need special attention in being informed, 
because they protect by force the beings, 

who destroy the planet and humanity. 

Police/ Military (Armed Forces): 

They act for the same reason as ignorant slaves: 
Seeing Money as life energy to survive 

rather than opening to positive not ruling alternatives 







Eileen and Peter Caddy founded a place called Findhorn in Scotland. Eileen 

Caddy channeled/spoke with whom she called 'God' and along with working 

with the devas and elementals of the land and of nature, they were able to start 

a community based on spiritual principles and working with nature. Living and 

working at Findhorn is a commitment to following not the principles of a guru or 

teacher, but rather the greater principles of one's own spiritual Guidance which 

interconnects with everyone else's. It is the highest of individuality when followed 

perfectly, and yet it is the true nature of Soul where there is only one soul and we 

are all simply pieces of it, the sum total of all the parts working in harmony 

together is supreme. 



ORGANISATION 
HELP SOCIETY (NOT SAVE IT!) 

- CREATE A WEB PAGE IN A VERY SIMPLE WAY, EASY TO USE / EASY TO UNDERSTAND WITH 
* MAP of your Village/ City and Participants who are part of the Food self-sufficiency, Teaching/ Alchemy, Social Services (Transportation/ Social 
welfare canteens), Manual work, Health-Alternative Medicine and Living (see example in presentation)  
* INFORMATION (about unifying as the people/ humanity to create local networks and create a lifestyle more responsible, without money and 
independent,  outside the paradigm called 'Politics') 
* 'DONOMETER' (Record of Donations using transparent monitoring for creating a lifestyle without Money) 

- PREPARE YOURSELF, THAT YOU WILL DO THE PRESENTATION 
* Do the first three presentations with like-minded people from the village/town 
* BRAINSTORM and keep out of expression the word 'POLICY' -We believe in the DIVINE 

- ORGANIZE AND HAND OUT TASKS AMONG THE LIKEMINDED OF THE PEOPLE 
* propose an INVITATION TEXT for three more final presentations 
* contact and invite representatives of COOPERATIVES AND LOCAL GROUPS, NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS, ASSOCIATIONS OF IMIGRANTES to 
the three presentations 

- PRESENTATIONS 1 + 2 + 3 WITH 'REPRESENTATIVES'’ 
* realize a common TYPE OF BROCHURE/ FLYER 
* structure LOCAL NETWORKS of Food self-sufficiency, Teaching/ Alchemy, Social Services (Transportation/ Social welfare canteens), Manual 
work, Health-Alternative Medicine and Living (see example in presentation) BETWEEN THE NEIGHBORHOODS OF THE VILLAGES AND 
SURROUNDINGS 

- LET US KNOW HOW ARE YOU DOING 
* do you need help / ideas? 
* send us the link of your map to add it to a GLOBAL MAP 

- REGIONAL / NATIONAL NETWORKS 
* get together with others of different villages/ cities who think alike and want to join to structure REGIONAL/ NATIONAL NETWORKS 
* create a common Regional/ National Map that is placed in the pages of Local Networks (village/ city) no major web / Leadership! 

- ORGANIZE LOCAL NETWORKS 
* Information Groups and Working Groups in each village/ neighborhood WITH PRODUCTIVE ACTIONS (see example in presentation) 



thank you 

contribute 
with productive ideas on  

  
(not facebook) 

https://www.faceuni.com/pages/143/ 
info@2y2d.org 


